for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts, now popularly known as
C.EJM.A. It has three main objects, the provision of concerts, the encourage-
ment of drama, and the circulation of picture-exhibitions. Its secretary and
office are now firmly established within the Board of Education. If the State
teaches young citizens that music, drama and painting are admirable things,
it is quite illogical to leave them in a world from which these things have been
allowed to disappear. Already Shakespeare, Sheridan and Shaw have been
brought to the Welsh valleys, the industrial towns of Lancashire and the London
parks by professional companies ; repertory teams have been assisted ; peopled
concert's have been given in factories and churches, in town halls and air-raid
shelters ; exhibitions of pictures have been shown in places where few were
known before. To restore Everyman's music was the particular policy of Sir
Walford Davies ; to restore Everyman's art, in drama, painting and design,
as well as in music, is the appointed and exciting purpose of C.E*M.A* This
educational development is in the English tradition and may lead to a more
active participation by the State in a new branch of adult education* Hitherto
the State could only assist students and tutors who belonged to an individual
class or course ; it has now embarked on a more adventurous career, by direct
assistance to the arts and to the cultural life of the country*
The last war gave an active stimulus to adult education through schemes
approved by the Army Council. In 1919 over a million soldiers were attending
lectures, classes and concerts* To-day an even greater movement is taking shape,
organised by the joint efforts of voluntary societies and universities working
in close concert with the Army Commands, Only recently a new organisation
known as the Army Bureau of Current Affairs has been started and in the official
outline occur these words, " Ideally he should match up to Cromwell's famous
definition of the citizen-soldier as one who must know what he fights for and
love what he knows ! It is the Army's business then, to see that the soldier
is kept abreast of Current Affairs so that he may know the purpose behind his
duty/'
Side by side with these increased demands and a widespread provision to
meet them, there has grown up a far deeper knowledge of the method and sub-
ject matter of education, from the nursery to adult years. We know that
children are gloriously different, that the early years matter most, that constant
attention must be paid to the necessities of food, fresh air and sleep, that ex-
aminations can be made flexible tests of capacity and promise, that a more
enlightened division of studies is possible when better methods of classifying
children are used and finally that the more academic approach does not suit the
majority of young people* Even during the dislocation of war wherever proper
arrangements have been made for their evacuation, children are growing
stronger and learning more quickly* Some few and fortunate are living in
camp-schools where they arc pioneers of a more balanced way of living : others
have undergone happy and healthy experience in surroundings more congenial
than their home towns, and some have for the first time, received individual
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